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ABSTRACT
Segmentation is a fundamental first step in recognition of objects in range images,
providing region and boundary delineation for image analysis. The simplest boundaries
of interest in a range image are step edges, indicated by discontinuities in range. These
points are detected by finding directed local maxima in the gradient magnitude,
normalized over a small neighborhood. More complex are roof edge boundaries, indicated
by a sharp bend in the surface. Sharp bends in the surface along roofs, creases, and at
corners are well represented by root-mean-square (rms) curvature, a scalar measure of the
surface curvature. Roof edge points are determined by finding a local peaks in the
estimated rms curvature. The effect of noise in the image on roof boundary estimation
accuracy is lessened by adaptively filtering the range image prior to surface fitting and
curvature calculation. A new technique is presented for closing gaps in the boundary
map by dilating the boundaries in a reversible manner during the segmentation process.
A chamfer map is generated indicating the distance of each pixel from an edge. The
image is segmented using an externally specified radius and the chamfer map to close
gaps of a small, but arbitrary size. The dilated boundaries are relabeled after
segmentation to maximize region area, regaining information lost to the dilated edges for
later processes.

1. Introduction

Segmentation is a fundamental step in the analysis of range images by computer.

Presented in this paper are research results for the segmentation subsystem of a complete,

functional image analysis software system (see Figure 1). The system has the ability to

recognize and determine the pose of objects composed of planar and quadric sections

intersecting in sharp joins. Sharp joins are points where the surface is continuous, but
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the surface normal is discontinuous'{. The system operates on a range image of a scene,

identifying objects and their pose. It has been constructed with a high degree of modular

ity so that new algorithms may be incorporated easily and their correctness evaluated

with respect to their effect on overall system performance. System performance is judged

by results obtained for a number of different real and synthetic images, forcing the algo

rithms to perform for a range of input cases. The system may be broken down into the

two logical areas/modules of segmentation and analysis. The segmentation subsystem is

presented in this paper. The analysis module is a part of Paul Hemler's work''.

The objective of segmentation in this setting is to combine the pixels in the image

into regions that correspond to smooth surfaces for the surface fitting, classification, and

model matching modules of the system.

The input to the system is a single view range image. The image is a two dimen

sional m x n array of numbers representing a regular sampling of the distance from the

x-y plane to the surface of the scene in a Cartesian coordinate system. Both real and syn

thetic images ranging from 20x20 to 256x256 rows and columns of byte, short(16bit),

integer(32bit), and floating point data types have been analyzed. The images contain a

small number of objects composed of planar and quadric surfaces spanning an area of a

few hundred pixels and bounded by sharp joins or range discontinuities. The dynamic

range of a typical surface is 20 - 30 units of range. The range measurement accuracy is at

best one unit, and we must contend with random noise in addition. The segmentation

algorithms must minimize the effect of the noise on this image domain.
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The most important objectives of segmentation for this system are: 1) to avoid

region blending; 2) to center the division between regions over the actual boundary

between the surfaces; 3) to minimize edge width; 4) to estimate edges in a manner invari

ant to viewpoint; and 5) to minimize computational complexity where possible.

The image should be segmented conservatively at range discontinuities and sharp

joins. Our philosophy is that the cost of identifying scenes with blended regions is much

higher than for those with fragmented ones 2. Centering estimated region boundaries over

the actual boundaries in the image, regardless of object pose is also important. Offset

boundaries allow inclusion of pixels from another surface in a region and will corrupt the

surface fit to the region thereby affect the recognition of the object. Minimizing edge

width also plays an important role in object recognition. For many instances of curved

surfaces, much of the descriptive information about the surface is contained in the pixels

near the boundary of the surface. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of boundary pixel loss on

the radius of a fitted cylinder. Minimizing computational complexity is important if we

wish our algorithms to be useful in an industrial setting.

The segmentation module may be broken down into submodules for step edge detec

tion, roof edge detection, and segmentation/region growing. A block diagram for the seg

mentation system is shown in Figure 3. The image processing algorithms used in the seg

mentation system have the single objective of indicating the edges in the scene. The two

types of edges addressed by this system are the step edges, indicated by a discontinuity in

range, and roof edges where there is a sharp bend or crease in the surface underlying the
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image.

2. Step Edge Detection

Step edge detection is a multistep process involving filtering, gradient estimation,

and edge detection. The raw range image is filtered prior to edge detection to lessen the

effects of noise.

There are two major types of noise in a range image that were considered for this

system: Dropouts/spikes and random measurement noise. Dropouts and spikes in the

range image are points far from their neighbors. Dropouts occur when the range scanner

cannot make a measurement at a point, while spikes occur when there are specular sur

faces in the scene causing erroneous range measurements. Dropouts are characterized by

a zero value among non-zero neighbors and may be effectively filtered by an adaptive

median filter that filters only the dropouts, leaving the other pixels unchanged. Spikes in

the image are much harder to deal with, since they are indistinguishable from valid range

points. A simple algorithm to lessen their effect involves replacing pixels that lie far from

the median of their neighbors with that median10. Random measurement noise comes

from thermal noise in the range scanner and from the quantization of the range into

discrete values. A Gaussian filter was chosen for its reasonable approximation to the

thermal noise in the system and for its separability, which provides a good ratio of perfor

mance to computational complexity.
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Once the image has been filtered, the gradient vector is estimated over the image

using two 3x3 separable difference operators to estimate the first derivative in the row and

column directions12, 5. To meet the objectives outlined in the introduction, candidate

edge points must pass the following tests:

(1) To reduce computation, the gradient magnitude must be greater than a minimum

threshold. The minimum threshold on gradient magnitude reduces processing time

by removing from further consideration points for which the gradient indicates a

change of less than 5 units in range per unit in x or y. In practical terms, this means

step edges of less than ten units in range are not considered. Accurately determining

step edges of smaller magnitude requires the evaluation of a larger neighborhood and

an attendant larger required feature size for detection.

(2) To center the step edge response and prevent multipixel wide edges, the gradient

magnitude must be a local maxima in the direction of the gradient (across the edge).

The extent of the maxima test is larger than the footprint of the gradient estimator,

preventing multiple responses for the same edge.

(3) To normalize the step edge detection with respect to surface orientation and hence

viewpoint, the gradient magnitude must be greater than the average gradient magni

tude over a small neighborhood, normalizing the gradient for the neighborhood so

that oblique surfaces are not considered step edges.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate a range image of simple objects. The performance of the

step edge algorithm on this range image is indicated in the corresponding step edge map
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in Figure 6. Note the single pixel edge width and the minimal response to the oblique

planes on the trapezoidal object at the bottom of the image.

3. Roof Edge Detection

Roof edge detection requires a much more sophisticated approach than that for step

edges. Roof edges are defined as points in the image where the underlying surface under

goes a sharp bend. In a theoretical sense, surface curvature is an excellent indicator of

roof edges. It is invariant under the object transformations of translation and rotation

and corresponds well with human perception'v 6. In practice, curvature is difficult to cal

culate accurately for the sampled, quantized images used, with their attendant low signal

to noise ratio. To reduce the effects of noise while avoiding surface distortion near step

edges, the raw range image is filtered using an adaptive Gaussian filter that modifies its

window shape at points adjacent to step edges. Figure 7 illustrates the adaptive filter win

dow. The window becomes linear in the direction perpendicular to the step edge,

preventing distortion of the resulting filtered surface by the step edge. This in turn

prevents false roof edge indication near range discontinuities. The filter may be applied

iteratively for noisy images. The approach is similar to Terzopoulos'J'' computational

molecules used by Brady et. a13.

A bicubic surface is fitted to each point in this filtered range Image over a small

neighborhood and root-mean-square (rms) curvature is calculated for the point. The

bicubic surface fit is a straightforward least mean squared error fit of the equation
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z = f(x,y)= ax 3 + by3 + cx 2y + dxy 2 + ex 2 + f y 2 + gxy + hx + ly + j

to the filtered image data and is treated in detail in Groshong".

The surface curvature of a three dimensional surface may be described by a 2x2

matrix:

K= [k I l
k

I 2
]

k21 k 22

The principal curvatures k1 and k 2 are the eigenvalues of the curvature matrix K. The

use of surface curvature as a surface descriptor is treated in more detail in Groshong/ and

Faux and Pratt6. The computation of surface curvature is discussed in the above works

as well as many differential geometry texts17, S, 16. Three scalar measures of the principal

surface curvatures that are available to us for edge detection are the mean curvature,

the gauss curvature,

kg = k 1k 2

and the root mean square (rms) curvature.

krms = V k1
2 + k2

2

Of these, mean curvature indicates roof edges well, but not at saddle points such as

corners, since the principal curvatures are of opposite sign. Gauss curvature is high at

corners, but not along roof edges, since one of the principal curvatures will be nearly zero

for a roof. Rms curvature works well for all edge types, responding to a large magnitude

in either principal curvature.
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The map of rrns surface curvature is analyzed using an algorithm similar to that used

for step edges to meet the performance goals for the system.

(1) To reduce computational complexity, the magnitude of the rms curvature must be

greater than a minimum threshold of 0.15. This threshold has been experimentally

determined for the surface fit window used and noise level encountered over a variety

of images from several sensors. It corresponds to the surface curvature of a cylinder

of radius 7 or a sphere of radius 9. In our problem domain, pixels with less than this

curvature are better regarded as parts of regions rather than edges.

(2) To normalize the roof edge detection with respect to the local neighborhood, the rms

curvature must be greater than that of the local neighborhood.

(3) To center the roof edge response and prevent multipixel wide edges, the rms curva

ture must be a local maximum.

4. Edge Closing

The output of the step and roof edge detection modules is combined into a single

binary image indicating the detected edges in the scene. Figure 8 illustrates a boundary

map formed from the step and roof edges combined. Theoretically the edges will form a

continuous boundary separating the smooth surfaces in the scene. Noise in the original

range image propagates through the system, resulting in gaps in the edges and extraneous

edge points. The gaps in the edges are a serious problem, allowing adjacent regions to

blend together into one. AB mentioned in the introduction, region blending can reduce
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our ability to recognize the object considerably. Our objective then is obvious: Close the

small gaps in the edge map to force segmentation. This objective is not quite as simple as

it might first appear. How do we go about closing these gaps while meeting the other con

straints outlined earlier? What is a small gap? One approach is to perform a morphologi

cal dilation13 of the edges using a 3x3 box structuring element to close single pixel gaps.

The widened edges force segmentation, but defeat our objective of minimal edge width.

We may then follow the dilation by erosion, forming a morphological closing operation.

Closing thins the edges, but fails to perform adequately for parts of the image where there

are complex edge structures and regions speckled with noise points. In both cases, much

of the image is filled in by the dilation, while only its perimeter is eroded, leaving a con

siderable area lost to the edge.

We have devised a new approach for closing small gaps in edges for segmentation

purposes. There are three parts to the algorithm: Mask generation, segmentation, and

region growing. The mask generation step processes the edge map as shown in figure 9,

creating a mask image or "chamfer map" similar to that discussed by Barrow1, indicating

the minimum distance to an edge at any point in the image. An example chamfer map

for a synthetic range image of a pyramid is shown in Figure 10. Edge dilation is per

formed to an arbitrary radius from an edge by considering mask values less than some

constant radius. The image is segmented following the mask generation, using the mask

and a radius value appropriate for closing gaps of a given size.
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5. Segmentation and Region Growing

The image is segmented into contiguous regions using a raster scan four-connected

algorithm-f. The CONNECTED predicate used returns true for pixels that are adjacent

and for which the edge mask map indicates a radius greater than some threshold k from

an edge. Using the mask map and a radius effectively allows the edges to be dilated by an

arbitrary amount. The pixels whose radius from an edge is less than k are specially

labeled for later processing. The resulting raw label image is conceptually identical to

that which would be produced by dilating the edges to a radius of k.

The raw label image is post processed to grow the labeled regions, thinning the

dilated edges created by the segmentation. These dilated edges mask important informa

tion needed by later surface fitting and classification rnodules''. The pixels belonging to

the specially marked edges are iteratively eroded one layer at a time, working from those

at a radius k down to those adjacent to an edge. Currently, the specially marked pixels

are replaced with the label of the neighboring region having the largest cardinality.
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Figure 4. Gray scale representation of range image.

Figure 5. Plot of range image.
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